
PROTECTION MONITORING: MEXICO
SNAPSHOT JANUARY 2022

This SNAPSHOT summarizes the findings of Protection Monitoring conducted in Ciudad Juarez and Tapachula, Mexico in January 2022

as part of the humanitarian intervention of the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) and the Jesuit Refugee Service Mexico (JRS), as part

of a consortium with Save the Children Spain and Mexico, Plan International Spain and Mexico and HIAS Mexico, with the financial

support of the European Union Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO). To view the interactive Dashboard with the

results from this period and from the beginning of the Protection Monitoring program, click here.

KEY FIGURES*

. *During January, 137 interviews were conducted, covering a total of 288 people.

A significant increase in Covid-19 cases in Ciudad Juarez led

some shelters to close their doors to new arrivals and outside

visits, while international agencies and humanitarian

organizations suspended field activities. The change to

orange of the ‘epidemiological stoplight’ – which classifies

that level of risk of infection and associated restrictions –

signaled the saturation of health services and the

exacerbation of the health-related needs of the population of

concern. Nonetheless, returns of people from the United

States to Ciudad Juarez continued under the MPP policy, with

the US government publishing the first statistics on the

implementation of these measures along with official

information for individuals enrolled in this program. At the

same time, an upsurge in criminal activity in the city,

including multiple intentionally-set fires as part of the dispute

between organized criminal groups, prompted the

deployment of more than 2,000 agents of the National Guard

and an increase in check points in the area.

Similar control measures were detected in Tapachula,

including greater presence of checkpoints in surrounding

areas and an increase in raids by migration agents in public

spaces. Although a significant part of the population had been

transferred from Tapachula to other states within the country

during December, January continued with a constant

dynamic of arrivals of persons of various nationalities,

including a notable increase in Venezuelans. This context,

together with INM’s closure of the transfer program,

prompted protests by persons of concern demanding the

issuance of documentation to be able to leave Tapachula and

transit regularly to other destinations within the country.

When approximately 300 people decided to set out in caravan

towards the north, despite lacking documentation, they were

detained by INM. Amidst the exacerbation of restrictions on

freedom of movement, persons of concern continued to

resort to irregular and cover transit through the country,

where they face greater protection risks.
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https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiOTc0NjViZTMtYjczMC00YWE1LTliZDEtMzU5ZGUxOTcxZTNjIiwidCI6IjJhMjEyMjQxLTg5OWMtNDc1Mi1iZDMzLTUxZWFjM2M1ODJkNSIsImMiOjh9
https://www.dhs.gov/recursos-adicionales-de-mpp
https://www.elheraldodejuarez.com.mx/local/chihuahua/retroceden-chihuahua-juarez-y-delicias-a-semaforo-naranja-7682689.html
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/2022-01/migrant_protection_protocols_mpp_report_on_december_cohort.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/recursos-adicionales-de-mpp
https://www.elheraldodechihuahua.com.mx/local/chihuahua/disputa-entre-carteles-desato-incendios-en-juarez-7736742.html
https://www.elheraldodejuarez.com.mx/local/juarez/llegan-mas-elementos-de-la-guardia-nacional-7723759.html
https://www.portalfronterizo.com/inm-mantiene-redadas-contra-migrantes-en-el-centro-de-tapachula/
https://www.chiapasparalelo.com/opinion/2022/01/protestas-de-migrantes-en-el-sur-de-mexico/
https://www.gob.mx/inm/prensa/disuelve-inm-caravana-migrante-que-salio-de-tapachula-chiapas-292852?idiom=es
https://www.chiapasparalelo.com/noticias/chiapas/2022/01/incrementa-secuestro-de-migrantes-en-huixtla/


Just over half of those monitored in January – 50.3% -

affirmed being in a vulnerable situation that created

specific needs. The persistence of Haitian nationals in

Tapachula explains that, as in prior months, the main

situation of risk corresponds to those who face a language

barrier. Of these, 39.0% reported a complete barrier, while

34.1% indicated that they have great difficulty

understanding or communicating in Spanish. In both

locations, high levels of at-risk children and youth were

detected: 34.4% of vulnerabilities detected in Ciudad

Juarez and 22.7% in Tapachula. As in prior months, these

figures nearly entirely correspond to educational absence

which prejudices the right to education.

Considering the long periods in which the population of

concern must remain in the respective locations, issues

associated with basic needs become more important. The

priorities of the population reveal the most important

factors in each context. In Tapachula, the relationship of

documentation with the possibility of working (60.6% of

respondents in this location identified the lack of

documentation as a barrier) and the possibility of leaving

Tapachula for locations that offer great opportunities to

generate an income result in this being the biggest

priority. On the other hand, in Ciudad Juarez, the fact that

the majority (62.8% of respondents in this location

compared to 18.1% in Tapachula) have had to access a

health center for some sort of care, together with the

frequently reported barriers in this location, underlies the

designation of health as the main priority.

NORTHERN BORDER: 

SPECIFIC NEEDS & PRIORITIES:

The outbreak of Covid-19 infections during the month

prompted greater stress among the population of

concern, with many of those encountered manifesting fear

that they or their family members would be infected by

the virus, particularly considering overcrowding in some

collective shelters. The closure of these spaces to prevent

outbreaks also causes the isolation of the population from

important services, information and assistance and

prevented recreational activities critical to their resilience.

At the same time, persons of concern in multiple shelters

reported an insufficient availability of food, leading to the

reduction in numbers and sizes of meals and exacerbating

the food needs of pregnant and breast-feeding women,

together with children, among other vulnerable groups.

Humanitarian assistance activities revealed a proliferation

of health care needs as a result of the unavailability of

specialized services or a lack of resources to purchase

medications or travel to health centers. Humanitarian

organizations confirmed that non-Mexicans continued

facing unwarranted demands for documentation when

seeking medical care and raised this issue with state

authorities.

WORSENING HEALTH AND SECURITY SITUATION IN CIUDAD JUAREZ CONTRIBUTES TO

DESPERATE DECISIONS

TAPACHULA

CIUDAD JUAREZ

The lack of documentation among many of the foreign

nationals monitored also contributed to their fear of

moving about the city, due to the increase in check points

in the area. Violent incidents and greater presence of

armed authorities were especially highlighted by some

Mexican nationals as factors that made them feel that they

had not escaped the situations of violence and

persecution that they fled in their communities of origin.

Additionally, misinformation and uncertainty persisted as

to the time that people would have to be in Ciudad Juarez

awaiting the possibility of entry to the United States.

Some Mexican respondents indicated that they

understood that the MPP was only for Central Americans,

despite official information from U.S. authorities

confirming that the program had only been applied to

individuals from Nicaragua, Venezuela, Cuba, Colombia

and Ecuador. Nonetheless, the news that a group of

Venezuelans had been denied the opportunity to initiate

an MPP case and returned to Colombia caused significant

alarm.

http://www.chihuahua.gob.mx/contenidos/realizan-reunion-de-evaluacion-de-atencion-migrantes-en-ciudad-juarez
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/01/31/politics/border-venezuela-colombia/index.html


SOUTHERN BORDER:

Following the transfer by INM at the end of the year of tens of

thousands of persons from Tapachula to other parts of the

country, the month of January saw the arrival of diverse

groups of persons of concern, including Venezuelans,

Nicaraguans and Cubans who mostly expressed intentions of

traveling to the United States. The increased presence of

these profiles suggests that the implementation of the MPP

policy along the northern border had served as a pull factor for

people who believed they would be able to enter this program.

For the Venezuelan population, the change in requirements to

enter Mexico – specifically, the new requirement in effect

beginning January 21 that Venezuelans must have a visa to be

able to regularly entry the country – apparently pushed many

who might previously have taken a flight to resort to entering

Mexico irregularly. According to a key informant, INM’s

transfer program also attracted many people to Tapachula in

January, with the hope that they would be able to benefit from

this ad hoc initiative and thus arrive at other destinations

within Mexico.

The change in INM’s approach was obvious – from actions to

facilitate the population traveling to other locations in

December to an increase in checkpoints, detentions and raids

in January -, fueling the urgency of many people of concern to

leave Tapachula. Civil society organizations condemned these

raids, including one conducted at the entrance of a shelter,

and monitoring activities confirmed greater occupancy in the

Estación Migratoria. Additionally, the offer of services and

assistance was impacted by the population shifts and by the

prevention measures adopted in some organizations and

agencies following outbreaks of Covid-19, leading to the

saturation of at least one shelter and many humanitarian

needs.

CONTAINMENT MEASURES ENCOURAGE IRREGULAR TRANSIT AS PERSONS OF CONCERN SEEK TO 

LEAVE TAPACHULA

This document covers humanitarian aid activities with the financial assistance of the European Union Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid (ECHO). The

views expressed in it should in no way be interpreted as the official opinion of the European Union. The European Commission cannot be held responsible for

any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

With these factors pushing the decision to leave Tapachula,

an increase in checkpoints observed around Tapachula and

surrounding areas prevented the possibility of free transit

through the country. This was made evident when INM

dissolved the caravan of approximately 300 people who

attempted to leave Tapachula at the end of January. Many

of those monitored, however, including people who had

requested recognition of refugee status with the COMAR,

expressed that the processes to obtain documents from INM

in Tapachula continued to be extremely slow compared to

the rest of the country, thus preventing them from promptly

obtaining documents enabling their regular transit. Faced

with this situation, many people expressed that they were

considering leaving Tapachula to transit to other parts of

the country irregularly. INM itself reported having detected

these types of risky movements in order to avoid detection.

Delivery of humanitarian assistance in Tapachula

According to some key informants, this prolonged

uncertainty, misinformation and distress has led some

individuals to take risky steps, including irregular entry to the

United States. While a significant number of these individuals

have been expelled to Mexico, many of those monitored

reported knowing others who were able to enter the U.S. in

this manner. Despite the possible consequences, when faced

with desperate conditions and an indefinite wait, the

opportunity to enter the U.S. in this way is even more

appealing

. At the same time, although humanitarian actors

continued to disseminate the message that the procedure

to request asylum at the U.S. border was still suspended

under the Title 42 policy, persons of concern were aware

that some U.S. organizations were helping to facilitate the

entry of vulnerable individuals through humanitarian

parole. A trend was detected by which individuals

approach the boarder and turn themselves into the U.S:

authorities in a desperate attempt to enter the country.

https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/mexico-formally-unveils-new-visa-requirements-venezuelans-2022-01-06/
https://www.facebook.com/Kaltsilaltik/photos/a.2131577240408794/3158313367735171
https://www.portalfronterizo.com/continuan-llegando-migrantes-a-tapachula/
https://www.gob.mx/inm/prensa/localiza-inm-a-siete-personas-migrantes-en-cabina-de-trailer-292680
https://www.elheraldodejuarez.com.mx/local/juarez/mas-de-30-migrantes-se-entregan-a-la-patrulla-fronteriza-7739617.html

